
 

  
Georgia Sees Record Breaking Turnout Under New 

Election Law 
Early Voting Data Proves Georgia’s New Election Law Made It Easier To Vote And Harder 

To Cheat.  

RECORD BREAKING TURNOUT 

• As of November 10, more than 3,958,000 votes have been counted in Georgia, which represents 
over 56% of all registered voters and exceeds the votes cast in 2018. 

o As The Atlanta Journal-Constitution has reported, unlike 2018 this Election Day was a 
breeze as voters found out it’s possible to have both high turnout and short lines. 

o The longest lines reported on Election Day lasted just over 10 minutes, even in the 
densely populated metropolitan areas. 

o Officials have also reported that long lines for early voting were rare and no substantial 
delays were being reported. 

• A record-breaking 2.5 million voters cast their ballot early in Georgia, far exceeding the 1.9 
million ballots casted early during the 2018 election. 

• During the first weekend of early voting, Georgia saw an enormous increase in turnout 
compared to the same time period during the 2018 midterms.  

o The totals from the first Saturday, day six of early voting, shattered the turnout record 
from day six of early voting in the 2020 election by 20%. 

EASIER TO VOTE HARDER TO CHEAT 

• In 2021, Georgia passed key election reforms making it easier to vote and harder to cheat.  

• The law expanded early voting, including two mandatory Saturdays of early voting. 

• The reform replaced signature match with more reliable voter ID for mail ballots. 
o  The law requires a driver’s license or state ID number, a social security number, or 

documents like utility bills for those without any other options.  

• The law required that local election officials take steps to shorten long lines at the polls.  

• The law prevents “line warming,” a practice where political and advocacy groups use 
giveaways or gifts to influence voters in the final moments before a voter casts their ballot.  

• Georgia’s election reforms strengthened accountability for election officials who were 
negligent or violating state election laws.  

• Georgia’s law restricted the use of private funding for the administration of elections.   

ATTACKS ON GEORGIA’S ELECTION LAW PROVEN FALSE 

• The surging early voting numbers completely undermine the left’s misleading claims that the 
state’s 2021 election law was designed to suppress the vote.  

• Prominent Democrats like President Biden and Vice President Harris led the charge claiming 
this law was deployed to deny Americans their right to vote.  

o BIDEN: “Republicans in the state instead rushed through an un-American law to deny 
people the right to vote.” 
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o HARRIS: “We have initiatives like what’s happening in Georgia that are designed in a 
way that is really about suppressing our democracy.” 

• Stacey Abrams went so far as to call the law “racist” and “a redux of Jim Crow.” 
o Stacey Abrams recently said that “voter suppression is alive and well in Georgia,” 

despite the record turnout.  
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